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It has been argued that positivism is one of the most important legal 
theories. John Austin and Hans Kelsen play an important role in its 
development. They base on some certain legal systems, use inductive methods 
concern legal terms, extract legal ideas concepts and features, seek the 
relationship between legal propositions. The main work is to find out and 
compare common features among different legal systems, then draw a general 
conclusion. As these premises, what positivism should answer is what is law 
during their research process. But whether Austin or Kelsen can't give us a 
perfect answer, that may because they strongly reject law involved value or 
evaluation. Because of this faith, positivism was on the decline in twentieth 
century. Just under this background, the theory rule of recognition, as a role of 
revising traditional positivism, came into our sight. Its appearance pours fresh 
blood into positivism, tries to solve the dilemma. 
  The aim of this essay is try to do some systemic pectination about rule 
of recognition, except the preface and conclusion, This essay include four 
chapters.  
Chapter 1 is about the historic background of rule,talk about Austin’s 
theory which consider law as command and then point out the theory of rule 
offers us hope of reviving positivism. 
Chapter2 concern three important but confusable problems; those are what 
is rule of recognition, who is the subject of rule of recognition and the function 
of rule of recognition. The answer of these three problems implies main idea of 
rule of recognition. 
Chapter3 is about the biggest challenge is from principle theory. So we 
should pay attention to the battle between rule and principle. The advocate of 















his viewpoints. Generally, the criticize of rule launched from three aspects, 
application problem, discretion problem, and social rule problem. All these 
comments do give rule of recognition a heavy blow, but it is not mean 
positivism is out of date. Through adjustment and analysis, we can draw that 
rule of recognition is the key point of H.L.A Hart's theory. With three questions, 
this essay reviews that classical topic. No doubt, the challenge from legal 
principle can hardly avoid. 
 Finally, theory of reason also come into our vision. W hat should be 
figure out is the complex relationship of the three elements. Then it is 
concluded that rule of recognition still not out of date. The two kind norm are 
supple each other rather than conflict. Temporary development of positivism 
can't be ignored, under the attack from principle theory, positivism split in soft 
and hard parts. The theory proposed by Joseph Raz causes our attention. So this 
essay also analyses the norms, compare their merits through the perspective of 
reason. Finally, we can draw a conclusion that rule of recognition is still a 
important theory waiting for our further pursuance. 
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